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THE LAW OF WAR: 


THE JIHAD 


INTRODUCTION 

"Hod thx Lord plea.red, He ~t.olrld hn1.c rnndr rrtnnkirzd one rlcrriorl; O ~ l fthose orll\. 
to n~homthy Lord hnth grnrltrd hi3 mercy rr,ill c,ease to tlijjc~r. . . " 

-Qur'an 11.120 

The state which is regarded as the instrument for universalizing a certain religion 
must perforce be an ever expanding state. The Islamic state, whose principal func- 
tion was to put God's law into practice, sought to establish Islam as the dominant 
reigning ideology over the entire world. It refused to recognize the coexistence of 
non-Muslim communities, except perhaps as subordinate entities. because by its 
very nature a universal state tolerates the existence of no other state than itself. 
Although it was not a consciously formulated policy. Muhammad's early succes- 
sors, after Islam became supreme in Arabia. were determined to ernbark on a 
ceaseless war of conquest in the name of Islam. The jihad was therefore employed 
as an instrument for both the universali~ation of religion and the establishment of 
an imperial world state.' The mission of Islam was rapidly and successfully car- 
ried out during the first century of the Islamic era-although the peaceful pene- 
tration of Islam continued-and the empire extended over a large portion of the 
Old World and became as large as the Roman Empire. 

But the expanding Muslim state. not unlike other universal states. could not 
extend ad infiniturn. The hitherto victorious Muslim warriors were defeated in the 
West at Tours (A.D. 732) and in the East found they could not proceed further than 
the Indian borders.' Thus the wave of Muslim expansion. strong as it was. could 
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not complete the Sun's circle; it imperceptibly subsided where it reached its 
utmost limits at the Pyrenees and the I n d ~ s . ~  The Muslim (world) state conse- 
quently did not correspond to the then known world. Outside it there remained 
communities which the Muslim authorities had to deal with, though in theory only 
temporarily, throughout all the subsequent history of Islam. 

The world accordingly was sharply divided in Muslim law into the dar al- 
Islam (abode or territory of Islam) and the dar al-harb (abode or territory of war). 
These terms may be rendered in less poetic words as the "world of Islam" and the 
"world of War." The first corresponded to the territory under Muslim rule. Its 
inhabitants were Muslims, by birth or conversion, and the communities of the tol- 
erated religions (the dhimmis) who preferred to hold fast to their own cult, at the 
price of paying the jizya (poll tax). The Muslims enjoyed full rights of citizenship; 
the subjects of the tolerated religions enjoyed only partial rights, and submitted to 
Muslim rule in accordance with special charters regulating their relations with the 
Muslims."he d k  al-harb consisted of all the states and communities outside the 
world of Islam. Its inhabitants were often called infidels, or, better, unbeliever^.^ 

On the assumption that the ultimate aim of Islam was worldwide, the dar al- 
Islam was always, in theory, at war with the dar al-harb. The Muslims were 
required to preach Islam by persuasion, and the caliph or his commanders in the 
field to offer Islam as an alternative to paying the poll tax or fighting; but the 
Islamic state was under legal obligation to enforce Islamic law and to recognize 
no authority other than its own, superseding other authorities even when non- 
Muslim communities had willingly accepted the faith of Islam without fighting. 
Failure by non-Muslims to accept Islam or pay the poll tax made it incumbent on 
the Muslim State to declare a jihad (commonly called "holy war") upon the recal- 
citrant individuals and communities. Thus the jihad. reflecting the normal war 
relations existing between Muslims and non-Muslims, was the state's instrument 
for transforming the dar al-harb into the dar al-Islam. It was the product of a war- 
like people who had embarked on a large-scale movement of expansion. Islam 
could not abolish the warlike character of the Arabs who were constantly at war 
with each other;6 it indeed reaffirmed the war basis of intergroup relationship by 
institutionalizing war as part of the Muslim legal system and made use of it by 
transforming war into a holy war designed to be ceaselessly declared against those 
who failed to become Muslims. The short intervals which are not war-and these 
in theory should not exceed ten years-are periods of peace.' But the jihad was 
not the only legal means of dealing with non-Muslims since peaceful methods 
(negotiations, arbitration, and treaty making) were applied in regulating the rela- 
tions of the believers with unbelievers when actual fighting ceased. 

The Muslim law of nations was, accordingly, the product of the intercourse 
of an ever-expanding state with its neighbors which inevitably led to the develop- 
ment of a body of rules and practices followed by Muslims in war and peace. The 
practices followed by the Arabs before Islam in their intertribal warfare were 
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regarded as too ungodly and bmtal, because they were motivated by narrow tribal 
interests. Islam abolished all war except the jihad and the jurist-theologians con-
sciously formulated its law subordinating all personal considerations to ration 
d'Ctat, based on religious sanction. 

THE DOCTRINE OF JIHAD 

"Everynation has its monasticism, and the monasticism of this [Muslim] nation 
is the ,jihiid. " -a hadith. 

The Meaning of J i h d  

The term jihad is derived from the verb jahada (abstract noun, juhd) which means 
"e~er ted";~its juridical-theological meaning is exertion of one's power in Allah's 
path, that is, the spread of the belief in Allah and in making His word supreme 
over this world. The individual's recompense would be the achievement of salva- 
tion, since the jihad is Allah's direct way to paradise. This definition is based on 
a Qur' Bnic injunction which runs as follows: 

0 ye who believe! Shall I guide you to a gainful trade which will save you from 
painful punishment? Believe in Allah and His Apostle and carry on warfare 
(jihad) in the path of Allah with your possessions and your persons. That is better 
for you. If ye have knowledge, He will forgive your sins, and will place you in 
the Gardens beneath which the streams flow, and in fine houses in the Gardens 
of Eden: that is the great gain.9 

The jihad, in the broad sense of exertion, does not necessarily mean war or 
fighting, since exertion in Allah's path may be achieved by peaceful as well as 
violent means. The jihad may be regarded as a form of religious propaganda that 
can be carried on by persuasion or by the sword. In the early Makkan revelations, 
the emphasis was in the main on persuasion. Muhammad, in the discharge of his 
prophetic functions, seemed to have been satisfied by warning his people against 
dol la try and inviting them to worship Allah. This is evidenced by such a verse as 
the following: "He who exerts himself (jahada), exerts only for his own soul,"'0 
which expresses the jihad in terms of the salvation of the soul rather than a 
struggle for proselytization.ll In the Madinan revelations, the jihad is often 
expressed in terms of strife, and there is no doubt that in certain verses the con- 
ception of jihad is synonymous with the words war and fighting.12 

The jurists, however, have distinguished four different ways in which the 
believer may fulfill his jihad obligation: by his heart; his tongue; his hands; and 
by the sword. I' The first is concerned with combating the devil and in the attempt 
to escape his persuasion to evil. This type of jihad, so significant in the eyes of the 
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Prophet Muhammad, was regarded as the greater jih%d.l4 The second and third are 
mainly fulfilled in supporting the right and correcting the wrong. The fourth is 
precisely equivalent to the meaning of war, and is concerned with tighting the 
unbelievers and the enemies of the faith.15 The believers are under the obligation 
of sacrificing their "wealth and lives" (Q. 61.11) in the prosecution of war.lh 

The J i h d  as Bellum Justum 

War is considered as just whether commenced and prosecuted in accordance with 
the necessary formalities required under a certain system of law, or waged for jus- 
tifiable reasons in accordance with the tenets of the religion or the mores of a cer- 
tain society. In Islam, as in ancient Rome, both of these concepts were included 
in their doctrine of the bellum justilm since a justifiable reason as well as the for- 
malities for prosecuting the war were necessary. In both Islam and ancient Rome, 
not only was war to be justum, but also to be piurn, that is, in accordance with the 
sanction of religion an the implied con~mands of gods." 

The idea that wars, when institutionalized as part of the mores of society, are 
just may be traced back to antiquity. It was implied in the concept of vendetta as 
an act of retaliation by one group against another. In the Politics, Aristotle refers 
to certain wars as just by nature.IR The Romans instituted the jus fetiale, adminis-
tered by a collegium fetialium (consisting of twenty members, presided over by 
magister fetialium), embodying the proper rules of waging war in order to be 
just.'"n medieval Christendom, both St. Augustine and Isodore de Seville were 
influenced in their theory of just war by Cicero. St. Thomas Aquinas, who was 
acquainted with Muslim writings, formulated his theory of just war along lines 
similar to the Islamic doctrine of the St. Thomas and other medieval 
writers influenced in their turn the natural law theories of the sixteenth, seven- 
teenth, and eighteenth centuries. Grotius, the father of the modern law of nations, 
developed his system under the impact of the natural law theory of just war, and 
his ideas remained predominant until the end of the eighteenth century." 
Although the doctrine of war during the nineteenth century was by far less influ- 
enced by natural law than in previous centuries. the concept of just war reap- 
peared after the First World War in the form of a doctrine of outlawing war, save 
that against an aggressor. 

Recurring as a pattern in the development of the concept of war from antiq- 
uity, it assumed in Islam a special position in its jural order because law and reli- 
gion formed a unity; the law prescribed the way to achieve religious (or divine) 
purposes, and religion provided a sanction for the law. 

In Muslim legal theory, Islam and shirk (associating other gods with Allah) 
cannot exist together in this world; it is the duty of the imam as well as every 
believer not only to see that God's word shall be supreme, but also that no infidel 
shall deny God or be ungrateful for His favors (ni'a~n).?'This world would ulti- 
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mately be reserved for believer^;'^ as to unbelievers, "their abode is hell, and evil 
is the desti~iation."~~ The jihad, in other words, is a sanction against polytheism 
and niust be suffered by all non-Muslims who reject Islam. or. in the case of the 
dhimmis (Scripturaries), refuse to pay the poll tax. The jihad, therefore, may be 
defined as the litigation between Islam and polytheism; it is also a form of pun- 
ishment to be inflicted upon Islam's enemies and the renegades from the faith." 
Thus in Islam, as in Western Christendom, the jihad is the hrI l~~rn, j~~.stutn.'" 

In Tslam, however, the jihad is no less employed for punishing polytheists 
than for raison d'Ctat. For inherent in the state's action in waging a jihad is the 
establishment of Muslim sovereignty. since the supremacy of God's word carries 
necessarily with it God's political authority. This seems to be the reason why the 
jihad, i~nportant as it is, is not included+xcept in the Khariji legal theory- 
among the five pillars of Islan~. The reason is that the five pillars are not neces- 
sarily to be enforced by the state; they must be observed by the individuals regard- 
less of the sanction of authority. The jihad, in order to achieve raison d'itat, must. 
however, be enforced by the state. In the technical language the five pillars-the 
basic articles of the faith-are regarded as individual duties Vurd 'ayrl), like 
prayer or fasting, which each believer must individually perform and each is held 
liable to punishment if he failed to perform the duty. The jihad, on the other 
hand-unless the Muslim community is subjected to a sudden attack and there- 
fore all believers, including women and children, are under the obligation to 
fight-is regarded by all jurists, with almost no exception, as a collective obliga- 
tion of the whole Muslim community.27 It is regarded as jbrd  u1-kifiZ?a.binding 
on the Muslims as a collective group, not individually. If the duty is fulfilled by a 
part of the community it ceases to be obligatory on others: the whole community, 
however, falls into error if the duty is not performed at all.'x 

The imposition of the jihad duty on the coinmunity rather than on the indi- 
vidual is very significant and involved at least two important implications. In the 
first place, it meant that the duty need not necessarily be fulfilled by all the 
believers. For the recruitment of all the believers as warriors was neither possible 
nor ad~isable . '~  Some of the believers were needed to prepare food and weapons. 
while the crippled, blind, and sick would not qualify as fighters."' Women and 
children were as a rule excused from actual fighting. although many a woman 
contributed indirectly to the war effort. 

In the second place, the imposition of the obligation on he community rather 
than on the individual made possible the employment of the jihad as a community 
and, consequently, a state instrument; its control accordingly, is a state, not an 
individual, responsibility. Thus the head of the state can in a more effective way 
serve the common interest of the community than if the matter is left entirely to 
the discretion of the individual believer. Compensation for the fulfillment of such 
an important public duty has been amply emphasized in both the authoritative 
sources of the creed" and in formal utterances of public men.'' All of them give 
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lavish promises of martyrdom and eternal life in paradise immediately and 
without trial on resurrection and judgment day for those who die in Allah's path. 
Such martyrs are not washed but are buried where they fall on the battlefield, not 
in the usual type of grave, after washing in a mosque. It is true that a promise of 
paradise is given to every believer who performs the five basic duties, but none of 
them would enable him to gain paradise as surely as participalion in the jih2d.j3 

The . l i h d  as Permanent War 

War, however, was not introduced into Arabia by Islam. It was already in exis- 
tence among the Arabs; but it was essentially a tribal war. Its nature was peculiar 
to the existing social order and its rules and procedure were thoroughly integrated 
as part of the sunna. Since the tribe (in certain instances the clan) was the basic 
political unit, wars took the form of raids; mainly for robbery or vendetta (tha'r). 
This state of affairs had, as observed by Ibn Khaldun, developed among the Arabs 
a spirit of self-reliance, courage, and co-operation among the members of the 
single tribe." But these very traits intensified the character of warfare and rivalry 
among the tribes and created a state of instability and unrest. 

The importance of the jihad in Islam lay in shifting the focus of attention of 
the tribes from their intertribal warfare to the outside world; Islam outlawed all 
forms of war except the jihad, that is, the war in Allah's path. It would, indeed, 
have been very difficult for the Islamic state to survive had it not been for the doc- 
trine of the jihad, replacing tribal raids, and directing that enormous energy of the 
tribes from an inevitable internal conflict to unite and fight against the outside 
world in the name of the new faith. 

The jihad as such was not a casual phenomenon of violence; it was rather a 
product of complex factors while Islam worked out its jural-doctrinal character. 
Some writers have emphasized the economic changes within Arabia which pro- 
duced dissatisfaction and unrest and inevitably led the Arabs to seek more fertile 
lands outside Arabia.'"et this theory-plausible as it is in explaining the out- 
burst of the Arabs from within their peninsula-is not enough to interpret the 
character of a war permanently declared against the unbelievers even after the 
Muslims had established themselves outside Arabia. There were other factors 
which created in the minds of the Muslims a politico-religious mission and con- 
ditioned their attitude as a conquering nation. 

To begin with, there is the universal element in Islam which made it the duty 
of every able-bodied Muslim to contribute to its spread. In this Islam combined 
elements from Judaism and Christianity to create something which was not in 
either: a divine nomocratic state on an imperialistic basis. Judaism was not a mis- 
sionary religion, for the Jews were God's chosen people; a holy war was, accord- 
ingly, for the defense of their religion, not for its spread. Christianity on the other 
hand was a redemptive and, at the outset, a non-state religion. Even when it was 
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associated with politics. the Church and state remained apart. Isla111 was radically 
different from both. It combined the dualism of a universal religion and a uni- 
versal state. It resorted to peaceful as well as violent means for achieving that ulti- 
mate objective. The universality of Islam provided a unifying element for all 
believers, within the world of Islam. and its defensive-offensive character pro- 
duced a state of warfare permanently declared against the outside world. the world 
of war. 

Thus the jihad may be regarded as Islam's instrument for carrying out its ulti- 
mate objective by turning all people into believers. if not in the prophethood of 
Muhammad (as in the case of the dhimmis). at least in the belief in God. The 
Prophet Muhammad is reported to have declared "some of my people will con- 
tinue to fi ght victoriously for the sake of the truth until the last one of them will 
combat the anti-Christ."'%Util that moment is reached the jihad, in one form or 
another, will remain as a pernlanent obligation upon the entire Muslin1 commu- 
nity. It follows that the existence of a dar al-harb is ~~lt imately outlawed under the 
Islamic jural order: that the dar al-Islam is permanently under jihad obligation 
until the dar al-harb is reduced to nonexistence: and that any community which 
prefers to remain non-Islamic-in the status of a tolerated religious community 
accepting certain disabilities-must submit to Islamic rule and reside in the dar 
al-IslBm or be bound as clients to the Muslim com~nunity. The universalism of 
Islam. in its all-embracing creed, is imposed on the believers as a continuous 
process of warfare. psychological and political if not strictly military. 

Although the jihad was regarded as the permanent basis of Islam's relations 
with its neighbors. it did not at all mean continuous fighting. Not only could the 
obligation be performed by nonviolent means. but relations with the enemy did 
not necessarily mean an endless or constant violent conflict with him. The jihad, 
accordingly. may be stated as a doctrine of a permanent state of war. not a contin- 
uous fighting. Thus ,ome of the jurists argued that the mere preparation for the 
jihad is a fulfillment of its obligation." The state, however. must be prepared mil- 
itarily not only to repel a sudden attack on Islam. but also to use its forces for 
offensive purposes when the caliph deems it necessary to do so. 

In practice. however. the jihad underwent certain changes in its meaning to 
suit the changing circumstances of life. Islam often made peace with the enemy. 
not always on its own terms. Thus the jurists began to reinterpret the law with a 
view to justifying suspension of the jihad, even though temporarily. They seem to 
have agreed about the necessity of peace and the length of its d u r a t i o i ~ . ~ W h e n  
Muslin1 power began to decline. Musliin publicists seem to have tacitly admitted 
that in principle the jihad as a permanent war had become obsolete; it was no 
longer con~patible with Muslim interests. The concept of the jihad as a state of 
war underwent certain changes. This change, as a matter of fact, did not imply 
abandonment of the jihad duty: it only meant the entry of the obligation into a 
period of suspension-it assumed a dormant status. from which the imam may 
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revive it at any time he deems necessary. In practice, however, the Muslims came 
to think of this as more of a normal condition of life than an active jihad. 

The shift in the conceptioii of the jihad from active to dormant war reflects a 
reaction on the part of the Muslims from further expansion. This coincided with 
the intellectual and philosophical revival of Islam at the turn of the fourth century 
of the Muslim era (tenth century A.D.), when the Muslims were probably more 
stirred by the controversy between orthodoxy and rationalism than by fighting 
Byzantine encroachments on the frontiers. To certain Muslim thinkers, like Ibn 
Khaldfin (d. 1406)," the relaxation of the jihad marked the change in the character 
of the nation from the warlike to the civilized stage. Thus the change in the con- 
cept of the jihad was not merely an apologia for weakness and failure to live up 
to a doctrine, but a process of evolution dictated by Islam's interests and social 
conditions. 

The Shi'ii and KhirijiDoctrines of the J i h d  

Generally speaking, the Shi'i law of the jihad is not different from the Sunni; but 
in linking the special duty of prosecuting the jihad with the doctrine of wulQa 
(allegiance to the imam), the concept of jihad assumed in Shi'ism a special doc- 
trinal ~ignificance.~" In Shi'i legal theory, not only would the failure of a non- 
Muslim to believe in Allah justify waging a jihad, but also the failure of a Muslim 
to obey the imam would make him liable for punishment by a jihad." While to a 
Sunni the jihad is the sure way to Heaven, a jihad without an allegiance to the 
imam would not constitute an iman (a necessary requirement for salvation) in the 
Shi'i creed. 

The jihad is regarded as one of the chief functions of the imamate, the per- 
formance of which would fulfill one of the requirements for the best (afdal) qual- 
ified person for this position. If the imam fails to fulfill the jihad obligation, he 
disqualifies his claim as the best candidate, according to the Zaydi creed." The 
imam, as an infallible ruler, is the only one who can judge when the jihad should 
be declared and under what circumstances it would be advisable not to go to war 
with the enemy. If the imam finds it necessary to come to terms with the enemy, 
he may do so; he may even deem it necessary to seek the support of non-Muslims 
(including polytheists) in order to avoid risking defeat by the enemy." Under no 
circumstances, however, should the im2m risk a jihad if he considers the enemy 
too powerful for him to win a victory, namely, if the enemy is at least twice as 
powerful as the M u ~ l i r n s . ~ ~  

The disappearance of the imam, however, has left the duty of declaring the 
jihad unfulfilled." Opinion differed as to the capacity of the mujtahids to act in 
the name of the imam in fulfilling the jihad obligation; but since the duty of 
calling the believers to battle is a matter in which an infallible judgment is neces- 
sary-since the interest of the entire community would be at stake-only an imam 
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is capable of fulfilling such a duty. Further. it is deemed impossible to combat evil 
during the absence of the imam: the jihad, accordingly, is regarded uncon-
sequential. Thus in the Shi'i legal theory. the jihad has entered into a dormant 
stage-it is in a state of suspension. In contrast to the Sunni doctrine which 
requires the revival of the dormant jihad when Muslim power is regained, the 
resumption of the jihad in the Shi'i doctrine would be dependent on the return of 
the imam from his g h a ~ b a(absence). in the capacity of a Mandi, who will tri- 
umphantly combat evil and re-establish justice and rigl~teousness.~~ 

In contrast to the Shi'i doctrine of the jihad. the Kharijis maintain that the 
jihad is a fundamental article of the faith which could not possibly be abandoned 
or relaxed. To them the jihad is a sixth pillar of the faith, binding individually on 
every believer and on the community as a whole.37 They also go as far as to 
enforce imIn on all who do not accept their version of Islam. Muslims as well as 
non Muslims, by the jih2d: for. they argue, that since the Prophet Muhammad had 
spent almost all his life in war, all true believers must also do so. Their strict belief 
in their religion and their fanaticism made them uilcompromising in the fulfill- 
ment of their jihad'duty. Thus their conception of the state was that of a garrison 
state; an ever-ready community, led by its im%m, to wage war on the enemies of 
the faith. Even if the imam does not lead in war, the jihad is incumbent on each 
believer to fulfill by himself, for he falls in error if he fails to do so. 

The Kharijis' conception of the jihad, in contrast to the Sunni doctrine is that 
of violence rather than strife or religious pr~paganda. '~ To them true belief is a 
matter of conviction which should be imposed on reluctant individuals. not a sub- 
ject of debate and argumentation: for. if evil is to be exterminated and justice re- 
established, obstinate heretics must be either forced to believe or be killed by the 
sword. This is based on a hadith in which the Prophet Muhammad is reported to 
have said: "My fate is under the shadow of my spear."49 

Strict and fanatical, the Kharijis were as fierce and brutal in war as their 
desert life was austere and puritanical. The humane and moral aspect of religion 
made little impact on their tribal character. In war they killed women and children 
and condemned to death prisoners of war. Although these rules were not always 
followed, the extremist Kharijis. such as the followers of Nafi' ibn al-Azraq (A.H. 
686). insisted that they should always be enforced,s0 

The J i h d  and Secular War 

Islam, it will be recalled. abolished all kinds of warfare except the jihad. Only a 
nar which has an ultimate religious purpose, that is, to enforce God's law or to 
check transgression against it, is a just war. No other form of fighting is permitted 
\\ ithin or without the Muslim brotherhood. 

Throughout the history of Islam. however. fighting between Muslim rulers 
.~nd contending parties was as continuous as between Islam and its external ene- 
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mies. The casus foederis of a jihad was frequently invoked on the grounds of sup- 
pressing innovations and punishing the leaders of secession from the faith. Not 
infrequently the naked ambition of opposition leaders who resorted to war for the 
sake of a throne or high political offices was too apparent to be ignored. When the 
caliph's prestige and power declined. lack of respect for and opposition to the cen- 
tral authority became fashionable among local rulers. This state of affairs accen- 
tuated the struggle for power and created instability and anarchy in the world of 
Islam. Ignoring existing realities, the jurists continued to argue-following the 
example of al-Mawardi-that ultimate authority belonged to the caliph and that 
no one else had the right to renounce it even if the caliph proved to be unjust and 
oppressive, since tyranny, it was then contended, was preferable to anarchyy-a 
sad comment on existing conditions. 

A few publicists, in their reflections on the state of affairs as they then 
existed, have said that wars, in forms other than the jihad, had often recurred in 
the Islamic society. Paying lip service to the jihad as a religious duty, they looked 
upon wars as dangers which Muslim rulers should avoid. Al-Tarttishii (died A.H. 
520) described "war crises" as social anomalies5' and al-Hasan ibn 'Abd-Allah 
compared them to diseases of ~ociety.~"oth of these writers, who expatiated on 
the ways and means of conducting fighting, advised their rulers that the best way 
to win wars, if they found it impossible to avert them, was to be adequately pre- 
pared militarily. Thus Muslim publicists, like their Roman predecessors, seemed 
to have been convinced that si vis pacem, para hellum [If you wish (for) peace, 
prepare for war]. 

It was, perhaps, Ibn Khaldtin (A.D. 1332-1406) who for the first time recog- 
nized that wars were not, as his Muslim predecessors thought, casual social 
calamities. He maintained that war has existed in society ever since "Creation." 
Its real cause, which accounts for its persistence in society, is man's will-to- 
revenge. Man, in other words, is by nature warlike. He is forever moved to fight 
either for his own selfish interests or by such emotional motives as jealousy, 
anger, or a feeling of divine guilt. Thus the members of one group or nation, in 
order to attain their objectives, combined against others and the inevitable result 
was war. 

Wars, according to Ibn Khaldtin, are of four kinds. First is the tribal warfare, 
such as that which existed among the Arabian tribes; second, feuds and raids 
which are characteristic of primitive people; third, the wars prescribed by the 
shari'a, i.e., the jihad; fourth, wars against rebels and dissenters. Ibn Khaldiin con- 
tends that the first two are unjustified, because they are wars of disobedience; the 
other two are just wars ('adl). 

Ibn Khaldtin was not of the opinion, as Tartiishi contended, that victory could 
be attained by sheer military preparedness. He believed that there are always 
deeper causes for victory-more important than arms and armaments-which he 
called al-ashah al-khajiyya, that is, the hidden causes. He does not mean, how- 
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ever, by khafiyya the morale of the army (although he regards this as absolutely 
necessary); but rather the application of certain skills and tactics which enable an 
army to attain victory, such as making use of certain highlands which helps to start 
an offensive, and deceiving tactics which tend to mislead the enemy.s4 

It is to be noted that Muslim thinkers, from the rise of Islam to the time of Ibn 
Khaldtin, regarded secular wars as an evil to be avoided since they were inconsis- 
tent with God's law which prohibited all forms of war except those waged for reli- 
gious purposes. A close examination of society taught Muslim thinkers that sec- 
ular wars were not easily avoided by fallible human beings; peace within the 
Muslim brotherhood needed the inspiring influence of a Prophet or the prestige 
and power of an 'Umar I. When the caliphs departed from the sunna of the 
Prophet, holy wars were no longer the only kind of warfare waged; nor were they 
always devoid of secular purposes. A war, called harb, in distinction from a holy 
war CjihBd), was looked upon as an unnatural phenomenon which befell society 
only because of man's carelessness and sins. Ibn 'Abd-Allah, it will be remem- 
bered, described wars as diseases; but Ibn Khaldtin thought that their frequency in 
society, arising from the very nature of man, makes their recurrence as permanent 
as social life itself. Ibn Khaldun based his conclusions not only on his own per- 
sonal observations on the state of constant warfare that existed among the petty 
Muslim states in North Africa, but also on the experiences of various nations with 
whose history he was acquainted. Ibn Khaldtin's observation, which shows keen 
insight in understanding human society, is corroborated by modern research, 
which has demonstrated that early societies tended to be more warlike and that 
peace was by no means the normal state of affairs.j5 As Sir Henry Maine stated, 
"It is not peace which was natural and primitive and old. but rather war. War 
appears to be as old as mankind, but peace is a modern i n v e n t i ~ n . " ~ ~  Islam, unlike 
Christianity, sought to establish the Kingdom of Heaven on earth; but, like Chris- 
tianity, could not produce that world brotherhood and God-fearing society which 
would live permanently in peace. War was as problematic to our forefathers as to 
ourselves; they sought earnestly to abolish it by the faiths they honored no less 
than we do by our own faith in the scientific approach. 

NOTES 

For clarification of any citations, the reader is referred to the original, Majid Khadduri, War 
and Peace in the Law of Islam, Book 2: The Law of War: The Jihad (Baltimore: Johns Hop- 
kins University Press, 1953, pp. 49-73. 

1. See the section "The Doctrine of Jihad." 
2. The Muslims suffered another defeat before the battle of Tours at Constantinople 

(AD 717-718). 
3. Edward Gibbon maintains that had the Muslims been successful at Tours the 

Qur'In would have been taught at Oxford and Cambridge instead of the Bible (History of 
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the Decline and Fall of the Romurl Empire, ed. Bury [London, 18981, vol. 6, p. 15); but in 
fact the Muslim Empire, due to internal forces, reached its utmost limits. 

4. See "Status of the Dhimmis," in War and Peace in the Law of Islam, bk. 2, pp. 
175-201. 

5. For more precise definitions of dar al-Islain and dir  al-harb, see pp. 155-57, 
170-7 1, below. 

6. "The primitive nomad of the desert and steppes," says Quincy Wright, "has a hard 
environ~nent to conquer. . . . His terrain, adapted to distant raids and without natural 
defenses, leads him to institutionali~e war for aggression and defense" ( A  Study of War 
[Chicago, 19421, vol .  1, p. 64). 

7. The idea that intergroup relationships were normally unpeaceful goes back to 
Antiquity (Plato, The ~ I I V S .bk. 1,2) and it recurred in the writings of medieval and modern 
thinkers. See Ibn Khaldun, a/-Muqaddima.ed. Quatremkre (Paris, 1858). vol. 2, pp. 65-79; 
Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan, chap. 13; Elen~ents of Law, part 1. chap. 14, 2. See also 
Wright, A Study of War. vol. 1, chaps. 6 and 7. 

8. For the literal meaning of jihad, see Fayruzabiidi, Qumnlis al-Munit (Cairo, 1933), 
vol. I .  p. 286. For the Quar'anic use of jihad in the sense of exertion see Q. 6.108, 22.77. 

9. Q. 61.10-13. See also Jurjani, Kitiib cil-Rr'rijiit. ed. Gustavus Fiilgel (Leipzig, 
1845), p. 84. 

lo. Q. 29.5. 
11. See Shafi'i, Kitah 01-Unlm (Cairo, 1321 H), vol. 4, pp. 84-85; 'Abd al-Qahir al- 

Baghdadi, Kit& Us171 a/-Din (Istanbul. 1928). vol. l ,  p. 193: Shaybani, ul-Siyar a/-Kabir, 
with Sarakhsi's commentary (Hyderabad, 1335 H), vol. 1, p. 126. 

12. See Q. 2.215, 9.41, 49.15. 61.1 1, 66.9. 
13. See Ibn Hazm, Kitcb a/-Faslfi  a/-Milal rca 'I-Ahwii' ~ ~ z ' l - N i h a l  (Cairo, 132 1 H), 

vol. 4, p. 135; Ibn Rushd, Kiriih a/-Mugaddimat a/-MzrmahhidcTt (Cairo, 1325 H), vol. I, p. 
259; Buhuti, Kaslz.shcfa1-Qinc7' 'An M~~trz nl-lgnc' (Cairo, 1366 H), vol. 3, p. 28. 

14. Ibn al-Humiini, Sharh Futh al-Qadir (Cairo, 1316 H), vol. 4, p. 277. 
15. Ibn Hazm distinguishes between the jihad by the tongue and the jihad by ra'y and 

tadbir (i.e., reason) and he maintains that the Prophet Muhammad showed preference for 
reason over the sword. Ibn Hazm, Kirab a/-Faslfi al-Milal wa'l-Ahwci' wu'l-Nihal, vol. 4, 
p. 135. 

16. Bukliari, Kit& a/-Jaiai'al-Sahih,ed. Krehl (Leiden, 1864), vol. 2. p. 199; Abu 
Da'ud, S14nan(Cairo. 1935). vol. 3, p. 5; Darimi, S~lnan(Damascus, 1349 H). vol. 2, p. 213. 

17. See J. Von Elbe, "The Evolution of the Concept of the Just War in International 
Law," American Joumal oflrzter~zational Law 33 (1939): 665-88; and Coleman Phillipson, 
The Internutiorla1 Law U I I C ~Custom of Ancient Greece and Rome (London, 19 1 1 ), vol. 2, p. 
180. 

18. Plato, Politics. bk. I, chap. 8. 
19. In the Offices, Cicero, who may be regarded as the representative legal philoso- 

pher of ancient Rome, has discussed the rules and formalities that constitute the bellum 
justum. See Cicero, Ofices, Essays L I F I ~Letters (Everyman's ed.). bk. 1, sec. 11-12. 

20. See A. P. D'Entreves, Aqi~in~is:Selected Polit ic~~l Writings (Oxford, 1948) pp. 
59-61; John Epstein, The Catholic. Trudition uf the Law of Nations (London, 1935); 
William Ballis. The Legal Position of War: Clzanges in Its Pnrctice and Theoq  (The 
Hague, 1937). pp. 32-60. 
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21. Hugo Grotius, De Jure Belli ac Pacis (1625; repr., Oxford, 1925). 
22. The Prophet Muhammad is reported to have said: "I am ordered to fight polythe- 

ists until they say: 'there is no god but Allah."' The validity of the rule of fighting polythe- 
ists is also based on a Qur'anic injunction, in which Allah said to His Apostle, as follows: 
"slay the polytheists wherever you may find them" (Q. 9.5). See also TXj al-Din al-Subki, 
Kitab Mu'id al-Ni'am wu Mubid al-Niqanz, ed. David W. Myhrman (London, 1908), p. 27. 

23. The idea that Islam would ultimately replace other religions (except perhaps the 
tolerated religions) is not stated in the Qur'an, but it is implied in the objective of the jikd 
and expressed in the hadith. See n22, above. 

24. Q. 9.74. 
25. For the forms or types of jihad, see chap. 6 in Khadduri, War c~nd Peace in the Law 

of 111arn. 
26. Bassam Tibi, in an essay included in this collection (p. 33 I), "War and Peace in 

Islam," from The Ethics ofWar und Pence: Religious and Secular Perspecti~'es, ed. Terry 
Nardin (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), rejects the assessment by Khad- 
duri that jihad comports with the Western notion of bellum justum, citing Khadduri's own 
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I disagree, for example, with Khadduri's interpretation of the jihad as bellum 
justum. As Khadduri himself observes: 

"The universality of Islam provided a unifying element for all believers, 
within the world of Islam, and its defensive-offensive character produced a 
state of warfare permanently declared against the outside world, the world 
of war. Thus jihad may be regarded as Islam's instrument for carrying out 
its ultimate objective by turning all people into believers." 

According to the Western just war concept. just wars are limited to a single issue: 
they are not universal and permanent wars grounded on a religious worldview. 

27. Sa'id ibn al-Musayyib said that the jihad duty is fard'ayn. Awza'i and Thawri. 
however, advocated a defensive jihad (Shaybani, al-Siqar al-Kcibrir. vol. 1, p. 125) and an 
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firl~fut al-Ailfirs kva Shi'ar SukkcTn nl-Andulus. ed. Louis Mercier (Paris. 1936), chaps. 10 
and 20. 
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34. Ibn Khaldiin, a/-Muqaddima, vol. 2, pp. 220-21. 
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l'lslarn (Rome, 1914), vol. 1, pp. 114 ff.; the Semitic migratory theory is discussed in 
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36. Abii Da'iid, Sunan, vol. 3, p. 4. 
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38. See chap. 13 in Khadduri, Wkr and Peace in the L a ~ t ~oj'lslunz. 
39. Ibn Khaldiin, 01-Muqaddima, vol. 1, pp. 309 ff. 
40. For an exposition of the Shi'i law of the jihad. see Tiisi, Kit& McisrT'il al-Khilaj' 

(Tehran, 1370 H), vol. 2, pp. 196-99; and QBdi Nu'man, Da'a'im al-Islcim, ed. Asif ibn 
'Ali Faydi (Fyzee) (Cairo, 1951 ), vol. I, pp. 399466.  For a translation of the Shi'i law of 
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46. For an exposition of the Shi'i doctrine of Mahdism, see Dwight M. Donaldson. 

The Shiite Religiorz (London. 1933), chap. 2 1. 
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49. Bukhari, KitZb al-Jan~i'al-Sahih, vol. 2, p. 227. 
50. Shahrastani, Kitab a/-Milal wa'l-Nihal, ed. Cureton (London, 1840), pp. 90, 93; 

and Ras'ani's M~tkl~tasar,pp. 73, 80, 97. 
51. Badr al-Din Ibn Jama'a. "Tahrir al-Ahkam fi Tadbir Ah1 al-Islam," ed. H. Koefler, 

Islanzicu 6 (1934): 365. 
52. Tartiishi, Sir61 a/-Muluk, pp. 150-53. 
53. Ibn 'Abd-Allah. who wrote his book in 708 H, gives seven reasons for the recur- 

rence of war in society: First, for the establishment of a new state (dawla) or dynasty; 
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